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eyespi Stock Management & 
Drip Feed SystemDecrease Storage Space

Decrease Stock Overheads

Free up Valuable Time

Eliminate Errors

Increase Efficiency

Eliminate Stock Shortages

Cut Your Warehousing Costs

Eliminate stock shortages and free up storage space with our NEW eyespi stock 
management and drip feed systems.
Let us do the restocking work for you so you can spend more time on the more important jobs you need to 
concentrate on. Our eyespi stock replenishment systems have been designed and developed to make your job as a 
packaging buyer easy and stress free, with a few options to choose from to suit your budget we can tailor a stock 
management system that keeps your packaging stock levels at a consistent quantity without the worry and hassle 
of constant stock checks.

Free Stock Drip Feed System
This stock system completely frees up money normally tied up in overheads as 
the stock you have in your warehouse remains unpaid for until such time as you 
use it. Regular stock checks are made and goods used are invoiced and stock 
levels replenished with unpaid for stock.

Main Benefit: Free up capital to be used for more profitable activities and gives 
you full confidence that your packaging will always be there when you need it.

Standard Stock Drip Feed System
Our most popular stock system that ensures complete peace of mind and 
continuity of supply. Regular stock checks are made and stock levels are 
replenished and invoiced when delivered. Bulk stock is replenished here 
without the need for any input from you or your staff.

Main Benefit: A standard well proved system that frees up space and capital 
and gives you peace of mind and continuity of supply.

Paid Stock Drip Feed System
Our most cost-effective stock system where all bespoke stock is invoiced when 
our bulk stock is replenished giving you a competitive price without the peaks 
and troughs you would experience with conventional stocking. Utilise our 
buying power and delivery system at a budget price.

Main Benefit: Very cost-effective drip feed system with the assurance that you 
will never run short of packaging materials again.

....with eyespi....
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Cartons & Cases

Pallet Stabilisation

Tape & Adhesives

Bags & Polythene

Wrapping & Protective

Postal & Mailing

Miscellaneous Packaging

CrashLock Bottom Cartons
Returnable Packaging
Printed Cartons
Short Run Digital Print Cartons

Retail & Shelf Ready Cartons
UN Certified Cartons
Heavy Duty Export Cartons
Retention Packaging

Stock Cartons
Internal Cardboard Fittings
Ecommerce Postal Packs
Archive Boxes

Bulk Distribution Cartons
Telescopic Carton Designs
Octabins
BookWrap Mailers

Umbrella Boxes
Corrugated Board Envelopes
CD Mailers
Foam Lined Clam Shell Cartons

Five Panel Wrap Designs
Wooden Crates
Pallet Boxes
ISO Modular Cartons

Eurofit Cartons
Cardboard Pallets
Integrated Pallet Cartons
Bag-in-Box Cartons

Hand Palletwrap
Machine Palletwrap
Coloured Palletwrap
Handywrap

Palletwrap Dispensers
Prestretched Palletwrap
Palletwrapping Machines
Polyprop Strapping

Woven Polyester Strapping
Corded Polyester Strapping
Composite Polyester Strapping
Bale Press Strapping

Extruded Polyester Strapping
Steel Strapping
Strapping Tools
Seals & Buckles

Strapping Dispensers
Strapping Corner Protectors
Cardboard Edge Protection
Strapping Pallet Probe

Strapping Machines
Cardboard Layer Sheets
Anti-Slip Pallet Layer Sheets
Plastic Pallets

Presswood Pallets
Wooden Pallets
ISPM15 Pallets

E-tape Packaging Tape
Packaging Tape
Vinyl Substitute Packaging Tape
Carton Taping Machines

Machine Packaging Tape
Custom Printed Tape
Stock Printed Tape
Lane Marking Tape

Barrier Tape
Masking Tape
Coloured Packaging Tape
Gummed Paper Tape

Strapping Tape
Low Tack Protection Film
Waterproof Cloth Tape
Reinforced Glass Filament Tape

Tamper Evident Tape
Double Sided Tissue Tape
Self Adhesive Foam Pads
Aluminium Foil Tape

Multipurpose Tape
Silicone Sealing Tape
PVC Electrical Tape
Bag Neck Sealing Tape

Docs Enc Pouch Tape
Specialist Technical Tape
Hot Melt Glue & Guns
Tape Dispensers

Gripseal Bags
Polythene Bags
Layflat Tubing
Refuse Sacks

Bespoke Polythene Products
Specialist Plastics & Films
Industrial Heat Shrink Film
Printed Bags

ESD Polythene Bags
VCI Polythene
Film Front Bags
Paper Bags/Sacks

Opaque Mailing Bags
Clear Mailing Bags
HD Polythene Bags
Gusseted Polythene Bags

Garment Covers
Carrier Bags
Coloured Carrier Bags
Pallet Covers

Pallet Top Sheets
Top Sheets
Protective Sheeting
Woven Polyprop Sacks

Wire Twist Ties
Presentation Shrink Film
Heatsealers

Bubblewrap
Foam Surface Protection
Profile Foam Protection
Foam Fittings

Protective Net Sleeving
Bubble Bags
Kraft Paper
Waxed Kraft Paper

VCI Anti-Rust Paper
Kraft Union Waterproof Paper
Globular Embossed Paper
Paper Bags/Sacks

Self Adhesive Paper
Loosefill
Shredded Paper
Woodwool

Air Pillow Systems
Paper Cushioning Systems
Packaging Foam Systems
Transit Warning Labels

Plastic Corner Protectors
Silica Gel Sachets & Desiccants
Cardboard Edge Protection
Pulp Packaging

Wrapping/Filler Paper
Plastic Fluted Sheeting
Polystyrene Sheet
Cardboard Shredders

BookWrap Mailers
Elastic Rubber Bands
Ring Binder Mailers
Corrugated Board Envelopes

Solid Board Envelopes
Solid Board Capacity Mailers
Board Backed Envelopes
CD Mailers

Coloured/Patterned Envelopes
Bubble Lined Envelopes
Bubble Bags
Metallic Foil Bubble Bags

Jiffy Padded Envelopes
Opaque Mailing Bags
Coloured Opaque Mailing Bags
Self Adhesive Paper

Clear Polythene Envelopes
Postal Mailing Tubes
Document Enclosed Envelopes
Film Front Bags

Labels
Suspension Packaging
Diecut Postal Cartons
BDC Bulk Distribution Cartons

Foam Lined Clam Shell Cartons
Cardboard Wallets

Wire Ties
Security Clothing Barbs
Cable Ties
Coloured Cable Ties

Security Ties
Twine
Coloured Tags
Strung Tags

Unstrung Tags
Label Printers
Direct Thermal Labels
Thermal Transfer Labels

Bespoke Printed Labels
Transit Labels
Printed Labels
Staples

Stapling Box Supports
Carton Top Staplers
Treadle Staplers
Pneumatic Staplers

Electric Staplers
Hand Staplers
Hand Tackers
Automatic Staplers

Hammer Tackers
Staple Removers
Pallet Staplers





Airtech - flexible air pillow voidfill 
solutions.
The preferred choice of void filling for a wide range 
of applications, air pillows are clean, fast, light and 
completely dust free. They can be reused over and 
over again and reduced to a fraction of their size 
for disposal making then a great environmentally 
friendly solution.

Available in a wide range of film types and pillow 
configurations this product is cost effective and 
space saving with one roll producing up to an 
equivalent of 15 bags of loosefill.
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Airtech Bubble Film:
A film that is similar to a very heavy duty 

large bubblewrap, this option is often used for 
wrapping delicate items and is also useful as a 

layer pad between layers of products.

Anti-Static ESD Film:
The anti-static option manufactured from 

statically conductive plastic for packaging 
sensitive electronics such as computers, circuit 

boards, micro chips, etc...

Bio-Degradable Film:
A truly Bio-Degradable film type based on 

polylactic acid with copolyester giving a film 
that completely decomposes to ASTM 6400 and 

the European norm DIN EN 13432.

Airtech Voidfill Film:
Air pillows used for block & brace and void 

filling of non-delicate items. Available in a range 
of pillow sizes and widths ideal for a range of 

users from small to large volumes.

Airtech Cushion Film:
This film is a 16 cell pad which is commonly 

used as bloke & brace and wrapping product 
for delicate items and items prone to migration 

during transit.

The AIRtech Machine Range
In the AIRtech range we offer a selection of machine variants that cover a comprehensive 
range of applications and range in speed from 40ft/m to 75ft/m. With adjustable air 
pressure, seal temperature and speed these machines offer flexibility that allows you to 
adjust the settings to get a perfect pillow for your package.

With our range of integration and bulk storage options we can create a range of options 
that cover speed, flexibility and ease of use. From initial planning, engineering and 
installation we can offer a fully integrated package that can transform you packing process 
and increase productivity and throughput.

Free 
demonstrations 

available, call our 
sales team on

02476 611234
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The PAPERtech Machine Range

PAPERtech 550
High speed voidfill crumpled paper for light duty and volume filling applications. The 
PAPERtech 550 machine will dispense paper up to an amazing 100m per minute!! This 
system uses a unique pulling system which helps to volumise the paper giving you a high 
speed and cost-effective recyclable void filling solution.

PAPERtech 750
A unique patented crumbling system which combines paper and air giving one of the 
highest strength & yield ratios in the paper voidfill market. The special pleating technology 
creates a flexible and lightweight tube giving you maximum fill using less paper. You will 
use less, your packages will be lighter saving you money in two areas.

PAPERtech 950
The original paper voidfill system offering high performance, flexibility and strength, 
these paper pads can be used for cushioning, voidfill, block & brace, and wrapping. With 
a choice of paper weights and options the 950 solution offers on-demand protective 
packaging for a wide range of applications and is specially favoured for heavy and 
awkward items due to its superior weight supporting properties.

PAPERtech Paper Cushioning Systems
Dependable paper crumpling systems that transform a roll of paper into a 
lightweight protective packaging material for a wide range of applications. 
Also an ultimately environmentally friendly option offering 100% recycled, 
100% Bio-Degradable, 100% reusable and 100% recyclable material!!

The PAPERtech range offers flexibility with three paper crumpling options and 
five machine variants to cover your particular application. Also available are a 
range of add-ons to increase efficiency and allowing us to tailor the product to 
your needs.
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Tufpac Mailing Wraps & Book Wraps
Mailing Wraps are one of the most flexible products for packaging books, brochures and other 

flat items as well as things like games and cosmetics. They can be easily folded to suit the 
length and depth of your items holding your products tightly and securely during transit. With 

extended edge crumple zones and double face protection these folding boxes make the perfect 
package. Available with a peel & seal strip for extra speed and presentation.

Code Description Size Guide Pack Qty Pallet Qty

TP03PS TwistWrap Bookbox 225mm x 155mm x 50mm with Peel & Seal Strip (C5) 20 3'600

TP05PS TwistWrap Bookbox 238mm x 175mm x 50mm with Peel & Seal Strip (B5) 20 3’600

TP07PS TwistWrap Bookbox 275mm x 213mm x 50mm with Peel & Seal Strip (A4) 20 1'800

TP09PS TwistWrap Bookbox 305mm x 213mm x 50mm with Peel & Seal Strip (A4) 20 1'800

TP11PS TwistWrap Bookbox 325mm x 255mm x 75mm with Peel & Seal Strip (C4) 20 1'800

TP13PS TwistWrap Bookbox 350mm x 275mm x 60mm with Peel & Seal Strip (B4+) 20 900

TP15PS TwistWrap Bookbox 350mm x 350mm x 40mm with Peel & Seal Strip (Record) 20 900

We can 
make these 

to your bespoke 
size!! Call our sales 

team for more 
info.

Double Peel & 
Seal for Returns - 

Call our sales team 
for more details

Code Description Size Guide Pack Qty Pallet Qty

TPBWM01 Tufpac BookWrap Mailers 147mm x 126mm x 55mm Brown (CD/DVD) 20 5’040 

TPBWM02 Tufpac BookWrap Mailers 217mm x 155mm x 60mm Brown (A5) 20 2’400

TPBWM04 Tufpac BookWrap Mailers 251mm x 165mm x 60mm Brown (A5+) 20 2’520

TPBWM06 Tufpac BookWrap Mailers 270mm x 190mm x 80mm Brown (B5) 20 1’840

TPBWM08 Tufpac BookWrap Mailers 302mm x 215mm x 80mm Brown (A4) 20 1’260

TPBWM12 Tufpac BookWrap Mailers 325mm x 250mm x 80mm Brown (C4) 20 1’200

TPBWM14 Tufpac BookWrap Mailers 330mm x 270mm x 80mm Brown (C4+) 20 1’380

TPBWM17 Tufpac BookWrap Mailers 380mm x 290mm x 80mm Brown (Calendar) 20 1’320

TPBWM18 Tufpac BookWrap Mailers 455mm x 320mm x 70mm Brown (A3) 20 880

Bespoke 
Printed Mailing 
Wraps - Call our 
sales team for 

more info.



Need a real TOUGH box?
Choose RINOHIDE to get your products to 
your customer in perfect condition.

Our ‘RinoHide’ range is available with seven toughness levels in TripleSkin and QuadSkin 
variants covering a very wide range of applications from standard UK and export 
shipping through to replacing even timber crates in some instances.

RinoHide TRIPLEten: The Perfect low cost upgrade from standard double wall, if you are having 
problems with your cartons splitting or crushing speak to us about it, we can send a few samples to you 
in this grade for you to test out and see if it solves your problem.
RinoHide TRIPLEtwenty: Need to upgrade slightly from TRIPLEten?? Try out TRIPLEtwenty...with 
stronger and thicker paper on the front and back, this grade offers higher puncture resistance and 
greater rigidity to deliver higher performance and greater peace of mind.
RinoHide TRIPLEthirty: Export quality with chemically strengthened fluting and strengthened interior 
lining papers. This is an ideal board for smaller cartons and palletbox caps and trays.
RinoHide TRIPLEforty: A step up from TRIPLEthirty offering a true performance grade board which is as 
rigid as plywood. This grade will cope with all but the toughest export case requirements.
RinoHide QUADten: Our standard QUADskin board grade, with 4 paper linings and a thickness of 
15mm, the QUADskin range offers superior puncture resistance and board rigidity. Ideal for larger cases 
and palletboxes where heavy weights or loose, migratable products are being transported.
RinoHide QUADtwenty: When you want that extra peace of mind upgrade to QUADtwenty to get a 
stronger and more rigid board with higher puncture resistance and compression strengths.
RinoHide QUADthirty: The highest strength board on the market in the UK, this board grade has even 
replaced timber crates in a range of applications, cutting costs and creating easier to use packaging. A 
suitable testament to an advanced quality standard.

The Ultimate solution for export and heavy 
duty packaging.
Extreme board strength is what every exporter looks 
for, and this is our sole aim in creating the ‘RhinoHide’ 
range of export quality board. When it is imperative 
that your shipment arrives in impeccable condition after 
having to survive, often for weeks on end, the rigors of 
constant movement, vibration, shock impact, humidity, 
water damage, puncture damage and abrasion which 
are associated along with the difficulties of exporting, 
trust ‘RinoHide’ to get your product to your customer in 
unquestionable safety and security.
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Retention Packaging
A packaging system that can be just as varied as your products themselves. 

This flexible system is compact and holds your products firmly in position 
during transit. With this process, our retention packaging combines the good 

properties of product cushioning and product holding.

Retention packaging can individually adapt to even the most varied product 
contours. Due to the “suspended delivery“, there is a very high degree of 

protection against shocks and vibrations.

Thanks to the innovative construction, you only need one inner section (standard 
systems usually require 2-3 parts) and the packaging time is considerably reduced.

By using this process, differing product dimensions can be sent in the same 
packaging without the need for extra materials.

No time-consuming folding as in previous systems is required here. Your product is 
quickly and simply packaged so that it is ready for sending.

Reduce your storage volumes as far fewer packaging sizes are needed.

This new system means that you can benefit from an environmentally friendly and 
reusable packaging system and make a contribution to the environment. The carbon 

footprint is considerably less than in the case of standard packaging (e.g. foam, 
bubblewrap and similar protective products) and the used packaging can be fed 

unseparated into the waste cardboard cycle.
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Perfect 
for mailing 

laptops, tablets, 
e-books, etc, 
in optimum 
condition
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SealaStrip Self-Adhesive Sealing Strip
High grab glue strip with a silicon backing paper makes sealing your cartons fast, simple and 
tamper-evident as well as increasing the presentation of your packaging. Easily incorporated 
into most SpeedBuild designs.

TearaStrip Tear Opening Strip
An innovative tear strip without the need for a backing tape gives 
you a completely free tear opening option. Include this great 
design to increase your customers perception and ease of use.

The SpeedBuild Alternative to Standard 0201 Cartons:
Our standard range of SpeedBuild cartons are aimed at general boxing 
requirements, these cartons typically cut carton erecting times by up to 80% 
and only add a few pence on to each carton making this a fantastic cost saving 
option.

The SpeedBuild Alternative to 0427 Folding Cartons:
These are a real wow...we can save you up to 95% carton erection time and reduce your environmental 
impact at the same time!! These cartons are often a very similar price to 0427 styles and offer unbeatable 
presentation when coupled with our SealaStrip adhesive sealing strip and TearaStrip opening tear strip.

SpeedBuild - Time Saving cartons for high speed packing lines.
Our innovative range of SpeedBuild Cartons reduce carton makeup times to just an amazing 1 second, that 
gives a time saving of almost 95% on some carton styles!!

SpeedBuild has been developed primarily for the ecommerce industry where bulk shipping is involved and 
the need for cutting time as much as possible is invaluable, these cartons don’t just save money in wages 
they increase throughput in your packing department allowing you to increase turnover without increasing 
overheads. If you are struggling for space and volume is rising steadily don’t waste time looking for extra 
space and employees just increase your throughput with our great, innovative SpeedBuild Cartons.



Big Roll, Small Core...choose e-tape for 
premium quality and increased efficiency.
E-tape has been sold globally for a number of years 
with ever increasing success. The innovative industrial 
packaging tape which delivers the performance 
you need every time coupled with significant 
environmental benefits.

     - 56% Space saving - 150m per roll

     - 70% reduced core waste

     - 56% less roll changes

     - 44% less transport pollution

     - Less manufacturing resource used

     - Silencing dispensers mean low noise at
           no extra cost

     - Cut your environmental impact.

    E-tape plus: A very cost effective acrylic 
polyprop tape available in 48mm and 72mm 
widths.

    E-tape No.2: A premium hot melt adhesive 
on a polyprop backing.

    E-tape Low Noise: A premium silky smooth 
acrylic adhesive on a polyprop backing.

    E-tape No.1: High performance solvent 
adhesive on a thick polyprop backing giving a 
strong and reliable packaging tape.

    E-tape Vinyl: The original high strength and 
high grab packaging tape with a premium 
solvent adhesive on a vinyl backing.

Code Description Pack Qty

DEAB481545 E-Tape Buff Plus PP ACR 48mm x 150m 36 Rolls

DEAC481545 E-Tape Clear Plus PP ACR 48mm x 150m 36 Rolls

BETLN E-Tape Buff Low Noise Packaging Tape 48mm x 150m 36 Rolls

CETLN E-Tape Clear Low Noise Packaging Tape 48mm x 150m 36 Rolls

BET2 E-Tape Buff Premium No.2 48mm x 150m 36 Rolls

CET2 E-Tape Clear Premium No.2 48mm x 150m 36 Rolls

BET1 E-Tape Buff Premium No.1 48mm x 150m 36 Rolls

CET1 E-Tape Clear Premium No.1 48mm x 150m 36 Rolls

BVET E-Tape Buff Premium Vinyl 48mm x 150m 36 Rolls

CVET E-Tape Clear Premium Vinyl 48mm x 150m 36 Rolls

Silencing Dispensers

Ask about our silencing tape 
dispensers for a low noise 

& smooth unwind solution 
without the low noise price tag.

Bespoke 
printed options 
also available 
on request.
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Uniform Size Case Taper
A Uniform Case Taper provides safe and effective 

sealing of the top and bottom of uniform sized cartons 
simultaneously. These are faster machines as they do not 
have to change to accommodate different sized cartons. 
If you are taping a high volume of identical sized cartons 

this is the machine for you.

Our Range of Case Tapers
We offer a full range of case taping machines for a wide 
selection of applications. Whether you need speed, size 
or specialist accessories we have the right machine for 
you at the right price. All our machines are built to a 
high quality, rugged proven design and meet CE392 

machine directives.

These are the main two types of fully automatic case 
tapers that are available.

Random Size Case Taper
A Random Case Taper provides safe and effective 

sealing of the top and bottom of a run of random sized 
cartons. These machines have sensors which measure 
the carton and change to accommodate the various 

different sizes. If you are taping a range of different sized 
cartons you need to consider going for this machine.

Ask to 
see our 

demo videos. 
See how they 

work first 
hand.

A wide 
range of 

options and 
accessories 
available.

Have 
you seen 
our range 

of coloured 
machine 

tape?

Machine Applied Packaging Tape
A range of premium tape products in large rolls for 
smooth and hassle free machine application.

TIP: Why not ask about our extra 
long 1500m rolls - cutting your 
roll change over time by 34%!!

Machine Applied Packaging Tape

Code Description Box Qty

BAC48990 DENVA Buff PP ACR Packaging Tape 48mm x 990m 6 Rolls

CAC48990 DENVA Clear PP ACR Packaging Tape 48mm x 990m 6 Rolls

BAC72990 DENVA Buff PP ACR Packaging Tape 72mm x 990m 4 Rolls

CAC72990 DENVA Clear PP ACR Packaging Tape 72mm x 990m 4 Rolls

BHM48990 TEXUS Buff PP Hot Melt Packaging Tape 48mm x 990m 6 Rolls

CHM48990 TEXUS Clear PP Hot Melt Packaging Tape 48mm x 990m 6 Rolls

BHM72990 TEXUS Buff PP Hot Melt Packaging Tape 72mm x 990m 4 Rolls

CHM72990 TEXUS Clear PP Hot Melt Packaging Tape 72mm x 990m 4 Rolls

BSP48990 TEXUS Buff PP Solvent Packaging Tape 48mm x 990m 6 Rolls

CSP48990 TEXUS Clear PP Solvent Packaging Tape 48mm x 990m 6 Rolls

BSP72990 TEXUS Buff PP Solvent Packaging Tape 72mm x 990m 4 Rolls

CSP72990 TEXUS Clear PP Solvent Packaging Tape 72mm x 990m 4 Rolls

Ask about 
our flexi 

in/out feed 
conveyor 
systems

Bespoke 
Custom 
Printing 

Available
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Are you looking for greater pallet stability, 
lower costs & greater puncture resistance?
E-stretch is a highly developed product using unique 
manufacturing methods to perfect your wrapping process. 
High performance blends are used to maximise the 
strength of the film then the film is optimally stretched 
using bi-orientating stretch technology to increase the 
film usage efficiency and reduce the environmental 
impact. After this the film is released 40% to increase 
wrapping effectiveness and as this is happening 
the edges are reinforced using a patented 
method to provide linier strength and reduce 
potential edge damage.

E-stretch is being used in growing quantities 
by many companies as the many benefits are 
being realised, call our sales team today 
for a FREE DEMONSTRATION and trial.

The E-stretch Benefits:
 - Minimal stretching required means less energy used to wrap a pallet.
 - No neck-down means faster wrapping.
 - Reinforced edges provide a strapping effect around the pallet increasing 
stability.
 - Reduced wastage through edge damage.
 - Less film used reduces the impact on the environment.
 - Higher stretch tension across the width of the film gives a 
stronger and more rigid pallet.
 - Pallets can be wrapped walking forward reducing common 
Health & Safety Issues.
 - Reduced worker fatigue increases efficiency.
 - Faster wrapping increases pallet throughput.
 - Reduced film usage reduces wrapping costs.

Code Description Grade Pack Qty Pallet Qty

ES406600X E-Stretch Hand Palletwrap 400mm x 600m Lite Ext Core Standard 6 Rolls 360 Rolls

ES406600S E-Stretch Hand Palletwrap 400mm x 600m Lite Std Core Standard 6 Rolls 360 Rolls

ES408600X E-Stretch Hand Palletwrap 400mm x 600m Plus Ext Core Extra 6 Rolls 360 Rolls

ES408600S E-Stretch Hand Palletwrap 400mm x 600m Plus Std Core Extra 6 Rolls 360 Rolls

ES4010500X E-Stretch Hand Palletwrap 400mm x 600m Super Ext Core Heavy 6 Rolls 360 Rolls

ES4010500S E-Stretch Hand Palletwrap 400mm x 600m Super Std Core Heavy 6 Rolls 360 Rolls

ES4010500B E-Stretch Hand Palletwrap 400mm x 600m Secure Std Core Black Heavy 6 Rolls 360 Rolls

ES4563600M E-Stretch Machine Palletwrap 450mm x 3600m Lite Standard 1 Roll 54 Rolls

ES4583000M E-Stretch Machine Palletwrap 450mm x 3600m Plus Extra 1 Roll 54 Rolls

ES45102500M E-Stretch Machine Palletwrap 450mm x 2500m Super Heavy 1 Roll 54 Rolls

ES45102500B E-Stretch Machine Palletwrap 450mm x 2500m Secure Black Heavy 1 Roll 54 Rolls

Also 
available for 
machine use 

suitable for most 
standard stretch 

machines.

No Neck-
Down means 
faster pallet 

wrapping and less 
worker fatigue!!
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Consistent and fast, pallet wrapping machines take away all the back ache and inconsistency that 
comes with hand applied film ensuring you get a superbly wrapped pallet every time that can stand 
up to the rigors of transportation. Cut your man hours and boost your efficiency with one of the 
easiest to use and lowest cost palletwrapping machines on the market.

BENEFITS
Consistent pallet wrapping every time

Faster pallet through-put

Soft start/stop for safety & pallet stability

Improve your pallet stability

Improved presentation

Eliminate RSI claims

Fast setup pre-programmable wrap cycles

Manual wrap cycles for special loads

Modern technology

Reliable construction

Fantastic build quality

Full UK size turntables

Robust motors

Simple & effective electronics

Plug in and go setup

Easy repositioning with forklift

Standard stretch option

250% Power PreStretch option

Finance options available

Standard Stretch Orbitwrap
Turntable Pallet Wrapping Machine

Features:
•	 Turntable speed: 0 - 12 rpm
•	 Standard mast height: 2400mm
•	 Film: 500mm x 12mu - 50mu 150% stretch LLDPE
•	 Max pallet height: 2000mm
•	 Weight capacity: 2000kg
•	 Turntable size: 1500mm dia
•	 Power: AC220/110V 1P 50/60Hz 1.0KW
•	 Setup: Requires some simple assembly, plug in to standard socket.
•	 GW/NW: 800kg/750kg
•	 Optional extras:
 Turntable size: 1650mm & 2000mm dia.
 Wrapping Height: 1600mm, 2300mm, 2800mm & bespoke.
 Extras: Ramp, LCD & Magnetic Clutch.

Code Description

ORBSTD01 Standard Stretch Orbitwrap Palletwrapping Machine

Power PreStretch Orbitwrap
Turntable Pallet Wrapping Machine

Features:
•	 Turntable speed: 0 - 12 rpm
•	 Standard mast height: 2400mm
•	 Film: 500mm x 15mu - 34mu 250-300% power prestretch LLDPE
•	 Max pallet height: 2000mm
•	 Weight capacity: 2000kg
•	 Turntable size: 1500mm dia
•	 Power: AC220/110V 1P 50/60Hz 1.0KW
•	 Setup: Requires some simple assembly, plug in to standard socket.
•	 GW/NW: 800kg/750kg
•	 Optional extras:
 Turntable size: 1650mm & 2000mm dia.
 Wrapping Height: 1600mm, 2300mm, 2800mm & 
 bespoke.
 Extras: Ramp, LCD & Magnetic Clutch.

Code Description

ORBPPS01 Power PreStretch Orbitwrap Palletwrapping Machine



Datec Packaging Ltd
Unit B Castle Court | Bodmin Rd

Coventry | CV2 5DB

Tel: 02476 611234 | Fax: 02476 614276
Email: sales@datecpackaging.com

www.datecpackaging,com


